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Like any new organization, the IAAA is experiencing its share
of aches and pains as it works to establish the policies and
procedures necessary to conduct official IAAA business. The
people are in place, and we are moving ahead on various fronts.
The membership is growing, as artists are contacted and the
word is passed that the lAAA exists; color slides sent by
applicants to ~ are evidence of the high level of quality
of space art produced today. We hope to publish many examples in
these pages in the months ahead.
To those lAAA members who have renewed your memberships, our
thanks. To those of you who also donated a part of your Houston
auction earnings, our double thanks. Your generosity will help
insure that lAAA will continue to serve the international
astronomical art community.
OTHBR~, the exhibition run by lAAA, continues to bring
space art before the public. A possible major show in Japan is
still in the early planning stage by Shig Kamori of Japan's
Planetary Society. We will be looking into other opportunities
the appearance of Comet Halley and the Voyager-Uranus encounter
coming up in 1986, along with IAAA member art, could be tied
together for an important public event.
PARALLAX has finally gotten onto a definite schedule. While
this issue was delayed from its original March 21 publication
date, the reason was simple. We waited a bit to allow more news
and articles to trickle in. As always, we can use all the
material you readers can generate; it gets pretty dull around here
when we have to make up copy! Write something, or let us know
what you want to see. If you're stuck for a solution to a
geometry problem, don't know what color ice i ~: on Charon, or can't
figure out what those long yellow things ar~ in the Shuttle bay,
we'll try to get the answer for you.
As lAAA evolves, the key to its success will be involvement.
Your Steering Committee is not asking that you devote your life to
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the administrative tasks ahead, for if we become bogged down in
our business we will cease to be creative and exciting. We are
asking that officers and members alike communi cate , offer i deas ,
and help us accompli sh our goals.

I have been doing space art ever since I started to draw. I
have now started to contact magazines to get exposure , and will be
in Astronomy' s 1986 space calendar .
Sincerely,

Rick Sternbach
Paul A. DiMare
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Many thanks for the copies of P~ #1984:3. They will be
sent by air to Andrei Sokolov (U.S.S.R), Ludek Pesek
(Switzerland), Kazuaki Iwasaki (Japan), Hans Marten (the
Netherlands) and Li Yuan (People's Republic of China). Li is not
an artist but is a devotee of Bonestell and space art . During his
many years on the staff of the Peking Planetarium he mounted many
shows of space art . See pg.122 of Worlds Beyond .
As to activities at SAl [Ed:Space Art International], Bob
McCall, Pip and I had a busy and most inter8sting visit to
Moscow/Leningrad in June. As guests of the U.S.S.R. Union
ofArtists we visited with artists, gave illustrated presentations ,
and visited many museums (and artists' studios) . I believe I
succeeded in making the point that space art is becoming a
distin@t genre, with many facets. Slides were shown of works by
thirty artists. The IAAA was touched upon and the Sky and
Telescope article left with them. I am hopeful that an
international travel ling exhibition might be feasible in
1986-1987.
We met with Ludek Pesek in October. He had a showing of his
paintings at Galerie Dornier. The sales were just fair -- the
market for astronomical art in Switzerland leaves much to be
desired.
Pip joins in sending our warm regards.

*

*

Excerpt from David Campbell:
I find contact with the IAAA -- with people involved in
astronomical art -- very inspirational. It gives me a completely
new vantage point for viewing art of the past and a means of
clarifying my own ideas on figure painting .
I will always feel most at home with painting an anthropic
view of the Universe versus strict astronomical art , but by seeing
mankind in the broader context of the Cosmos, and the Cosmos as a
tangible thing, new doors are definitely opened up for me in
figure painting. Come to think of it, this is probably a very
logical extension of Renaissance painting and thought •••
I hope that some of the work I produce will be of interest
and perhaps inspiration to others in the group. In an earlier
issue of P~, Ron Miller wrote an excellent article on the
role of fine art in astronomical painting. This is a line of
thinking that greatly interests me. My intention is to inject
into my paintings a new vitality based on a Cosmological
viewpoint.
Keep up the good work on P~. Hope I'll see you at the
next conference.

,.

David Campbell

*

*

*

F .C. Durant III
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Excerpt from Paul A. DiMare:
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Bill Hartmann suggested that I contact you about PARALLAX and
formed IAAA.

re~ently
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His hope is for the show, as a cooperative 2ffort between the
Japanese Planetary Society and the IAAA, to become an annual
international event.
Maralyn Vicary has taken over the post of U.S. coordinator.
If you are interested in being a part of this important effort, it
isn't too late. Please send a selection of slides of your best
work and a short biography to us here at PARALLAX and fill out and
mail the enclosed card to Maralyn.
Further news about arrangements in Japan and in the U.S. will
be published in the Summer Solstice issue.

I~/D-[OURSE
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Call for Submissions I
Do you have an interesting mathematical solution to a space
problem? A business tip? A helpful hint on the blackest
black, the brightest white? A product review? A source of exotic
supplies? A new technique? A marketing idea?
Then you belong in the IAAA's SPACE ARTIST'S ~!
Please submit your contributions to the PARALLAX address. The
format will be 81 x 11, with 1 inch margins. The editors would
appreciate that all diagrams take this format into account.
Diagrams should be in black ink on white paper; good xerox is
acceptable, as are stats. If you wish to submit a half-toned
piece, please limit density to 160 lines per inch.
Please submit typed manuscripts of texts longer than 1 page.

art

MCC-l:
CORRECTIOO TO THE LAW OF CDSINES-

One of your editors (and it wasn't Don) inadvertantly omitted
a symbol which was vital to the calculation of side c. If you
tried Equation 3 on page 20 and got a totally bozo answer, it may
have been because the substitution example should have read:
c=

2
2
(671,030) +(421,700) -(2*671,030*421,700*0.87)
~C-2:

Treasurer's

Report

May 1984-December 1984
~BMJ\lCE:

DEKtil'l'S :

$500.00
$170.18

BANKIHi EXPfRiBS

$17.51
$24.70

Cheque imprinting:
Monthly fees:
IH;M.

A gremlin got into the computer last issue and conveniently
deleted the fact that Joel Hagen was responsible for both the
Death Valley Sand Fire sign and the crossword puzzle (see answers
in this issue).
Incidentally, the Sand Fire sign looked so real that when a
few ~ got tacked up around the park, even the rangers were
temporarily convinced of their authenticity.

$54.00

Business name registration:
~m::M

$225.00
$128.46

Framing supplies:
Packing supplies:
PARAIn\X

$64.37
$8.00
$522.04

Printing:
Postage:
~'lUrAL:
FK)JK;

B1UAtCE. 1984:

$146.64

This report does not reflect all of the IAAA's assets for 1984;
supplies were purchased prior to the establishment of a bank
account from monies gathered at the Death Valley Workshop and
from subscriptions received prior to May, 1984. Parallax
assets include paste-up & lettering supplies, and 50% ownership
of a long-arm stapler. Otherworlds assets include frames.
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RIR TO GROUND CHRTTER
Maralyn Vica~' received the letter printed below in response
to a query earlier this year concerning places of geologic
interest in Iceland. While the 1985 IAAA Workshop will not be
held in Iceland as was often discussed, we thought the membership
might appreciate the information contained in the letter.
united States Dept. of the Interior
Geological Survey
Geologic Division
Branch of Astrogeology
2255 Nortn Gemini Drive
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
Dear Ms. Vicary:
Iceland is a very fascinating country to visit and for a
volcanologist, it is unexcelled. Volcanic features and glaciers
are its major attractions. Pictures of Mars obtained by the
various planetary missions show many volcanic features; for
example, large shield volcanos, extensive lava plains, etc.
Iceland is Mars-like only as it relates to the volcanic features.
The polar caps of Mars are layered and some glaciers of Iceland
may provide a reasonable analog.
Since there is such a variety of volcanic features it is
difficult to single some that could be considered more Mars-like.
Perhaps the volcano Skjaldbreidur would be a good analog for the
large shield volcanoes on Mars, particularly since it is the
classical type area for shield volcanoes. It is near Langjokull,
northeast of Reykjavik. There are a number of smaller shield
volcanoes in less accessible areas. The recently active composite
volcano, Hekla, about 100 km east of Reykjavik, has buried
extensive areas under thick deposits of tephra (volcanic ash).
There are no composite volcanoes like Heckla on Mars, but the
buried landscape around the volcano is quite impressive and could
be analogous to some terrains on Mars. Lava flows are ubiquitous
in Iceland and of all ages. Any good fresh lava flow could be a
good analog for a Martian lava flow. Fields of pseudocraters
(cinderoone-like features) near Kirkjubaejarkloustur and along the
south s~ore of Myvatn in northern Iceland are analogous to similar
feature::; on the northern plains of Mars. Most of the features are
more im~ressive when seen from the air.

6

My colleague, Dr. Richard S. Williams, is more qualified to
suggest accomodations in Iceland as he has had extensive
experience in the country over many years. I have stayed at the
student dormitory at Kirkjubaejarkloustur and found it very
satisfactory. It would be near the type of accornodations that you
are looking for. The schools in the rural areas of Iceland are
boarding schools and during the summer months some of the
dormatories are used as hotels for tourists and travellers. I
have also stayed in huts of the Touring Club of Iceland but these
may be less than what you want. I suggest you contact Dr.
Williams concerning accomodations and also places to visit.
We hope to publish the Illustrated Geomorphic Classification
of Icelandic and Martian Volcanoes late 1985 or early 1986.
Sincerely,
Elliot C. Morris

*

*

*

DI-'
IYE~/5 D
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The Phillips/Cowan Gallery in Houston, Texas, is interested
in astronomical art. They are coordinating a show for NASA,
during Space Week in July, and wish to promote astronomical art in
the gallery, as well. The gallery is primarily interested in
photo-realistic art . Please send slides to:
Heather Lykes
Phillips/Cowan Gallery on Post Oak
Lincoln Hotel
2001 Post Oak Blvd.
Houston, TX 77056
They do have clientele already interested in space art.
Include a resume, if possible, and some biographical data.

*

*

*

From Jon Lomberg come a pair of artistic contributions.
The piece depicting Saturn's rings is undoubtedly the first
ever drawing of that angle seen by Voyager 1, since Jon sketched
the image directly from a high-resolution monitor at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. The Cassini Division, F-Ring, the

7

The costs should be "a couple of hundred dollars plus
transportation" •
Discussions are under way to plan a workshop for later this
year. In the absence of the Iceland site, we may elect to run one
event in the u.s. southwest, and perhaps aid IAAA members in other
parts of the country in hosting regional gatherings.
IAAA Workshops are open only to paid-up Active and Associate
members; student members may apply to the workshop coordinator for
permission to participate.
Watch for special bulletins and the Summer Solstice issue of
P.NRALLAX for the latest information.

mysterious spokes, and the limb of the planet are plainly visible
in this green-filter view.
The second, more whimsical, piece can be found on the inside
back cover and requires no explanation.
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JAPAN SHOW

1
)

Steering Committee member Michael Carroll has been
corresponding with Shigeru Komori of Cosmos International
concerning plans for an eventual space art shaw in Japan.
The IAAA has provided Shig with back copies of PARAIn\X,
color slides of member artwork, and information on IAAA artists to
use in his efforts to raise funds and plan the exhibit.
Shig writes:
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Workshops
The oft-discussed Iceland workshop has officially been
cancelled for 1985. Plans had never gotten beyond the early
research undertaken by Joel Hagen, and no one else has stepped
forward to "bell the cat". Time had been running short for a fall
target date, so the trip has been shelved until firm arrangements
can be made (see Maralyn Vicary's letter from the U.S.G.S.
concerning Iceland's volcanoes -- we'll get there eventually).
In the meantime, Bill Hartmann talked with the Volcano Art
Center during an observing trip in February. He has reserved
Magma House in Hawaii for two weeks, from March 23 to April 5,
1986. The time and location should afford us a ~ good view of
Cornet Halley.
Bill reccmnends that attendees bring backpacking gear for
possible trips to Mauna Loa and to Maui to see Haleakala.

8
...
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In Japan these art shows are usually funded by way
of corporate sponsorship or by major department stores
and they are held on exhibition floors or museums of
those department stores, who offer many cultural events
and exhibitions on a commercial basis or free to attract
the public to visit the store. The shaw will be for two
or three weeks at one city and travel around five to ten
cities for six to ten months, depending on the size of
the exhibition.
Present estimate for timing of the first shaw is
January or March 1986, for two reasons. First, it takes
a minimum six months to arrange a deal and the exhibition
schedules of those department stores are booked usually
six months [in advance]. Also, our exhibition will
attract audiences after the 1985 Tsukuba Science
Exposition, which is receiving nation attention, is over
in September.
Shig estimates that the shaw will require some 300 paintings
and has requested information on some 40 U.S. and Canadian
artists. He hopes to include European and Soviet artists as well.
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By the Light of the Silvery Moon?
by Michael W. Carroll

,

When using photography gleaned fran sp:lcecraft en=unters of
various. planets and their satellites, the artist must be careful
to remember that most NASA images are "color enhanced", or
exaggerated (see Ron Miller's article in PARALLAX 1984:2, page 6).
As has been shown in several recent articles, a good example of
stretched color is Jupiter's strange moon 10. The bright orange
"pizza face" renditions of this small world are deceptive; Io's
true colors are more tan with a hint of green! The surface of 10
is riddled with sulfer geysers and volcanoes (which may be
silicate in nature). While it is wise for the artist to use
caution with his or her astronanical p:lllette, the actual hues
which liquid sulfur assumes in =nditions similar to those on 10
are, in reality, quite bizzare!
10' s surface coloration is due to its volcanic nature. The
face of 10 has numerous volcanic calderas. They tend to be quite
dark, reflecting only about five percent of the sunlight which
falls on them. These black volcanic spots are 10 to 20 kilometers
in diarreter. The best Voyager imagery shCMS many to be similar to
calderas on the Earth and Mars. Assuming most of Io's calderas
are similar in size and structure, over five percent of the moon's

10
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surface is =vered by calderas!
Voyager I' s Infrared Interferaneter Spectraneter (IRIS)
measured the temperature of one caldera at about 80°F, but this
was an average (the surrounding plains were -205°F). Sulfur
erupting from the mouths of Ionian volcanoes is black. As it
cools and flows across the ochre plains it changes color
drastically. According to a p:lper presented at the 14th annual
DPS (Division of Planetary Science) Meeting by D. Pieri and S.
Baloga of JPL, the color of sulfur is directly tied to
temperature. The follCMing chart is helpful as a general
guideline:
APPROXIMATE

COLOR OF

TEMP. IN OF

SULFUR

600 ••••••••••••••.••• Black
•••••••••••••••••• Red or Sienna
300 •••••••••••••••••• Orange
•••••••••••••••••• YellCM
125 •••••••••••••••••• \00te
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Techniques In
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Astronomical Art
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Sub-Planet Point

Bill Hartmann's Fab Formulae
by Maralyn Vicary

Orbital Motion

"

I

S

Have you heard of Bill Hartmann's terrific formulas for
calculating the height of a planet in the sky of a given moon, and
the degrees of 'tilt' for equator or ring plane? I goaded him
into developing these formulas for me a few years ago.
I like to pick preclse locati ons on moons or planets,
especially when I have a map to work with. I either start with an
Earth scene, and look for an analog on the planet or moon, or I
find an interesting-looking area [on the map] and go from there.
Sometimes just a name will catch my eye . Anyway, since there are
maps available for most places, with coordinates, I started
wishing for a precise way to find exactly how the planet would
appear in the sky from my s ubject's location. So I wrote to Bill,
and after being inundated with letters from me he gave in and
developed these great equations. The only drawback to them is if
my calculator breaks down, I could never do them in my head. I
draf ~ed charts depicting all the basic angles and elevations, so
now I have a quick reference guide.
These equations are valid for:
Moons in Equatorial Plane of Planet
Prograde Orbits
Tidally Locked
Only surface locations from 0°-90° l ongitude or 270°-360°
longitude will show the planet in the sky (Fig. 1).
On the moon involved:
90°
180°
270°
360°,0°

Leading Side
Opposite Planet Point
Trailing Side
Sub Planet Point

For an observer standing at the sub planet point, the planet
will appear on the zenith.

12
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Fig.l

'lbe EquatialS:
~

= the difference in longitude in degrees from the 0°,0°
point on the moon of your choice.
ELEVATION:
This is the number of degrees from your painted horizon to
f
the planet's center (Fig. 2).
Elevationo=SIN

-1

- --------.

(COS(Latitude)*COS(~Longitude»

I enter it this way on my calculator:

( f;

=

~..: '[rf CD.S~]1

Latitude, COS, *, .a.Longitude, COS, =, INV, S~ --

)

../

[Editors note: the keystrokes on an RPN ~Ilculator would be:
Latitude, COS, ~Longitude, COS, *, SIN ]
RING OR EQUATORIAL TILT FROM VERTICAL :

-;t~SV;I[~~]

1
TIrt2IN-l(SIN(Latitude)/COS(ElevatiOn»

5~

. calculator version:
Latitude, SIN, I , Elevation, COS, =, INV, SIN
[Ed. note: RPN keystrokes:
..
-1
Latitude, SIN, Elevation, COS, I , SIN

( :rdG:'r~])
"'-

--.--..

(continued)
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270° Longitude
on Equator
Here is a saople {I'Cblen:

Fig.3

Suppose I looked at a map of 10 and decided to do a painting
shcrwing hcrw Jupit~r would look in the sky as seen fran Daedal.us
Patera.
Daedalus Patera location: 20° N. Latitude, 275° Longitude

COS(200)
Latitude

* COS(85°)
Longitude

.0818
SIN of Elevation

The e1evatial is then 4.6 ° •
SIN(200)
Latitude

I

COS(4.6°)
Elevation

The tilt is then 20°.

=

Bill calls it, the subplanet point (that point under which the
planet would appear at your zenith).

Techniques

II
by Rick Sternbach

.343
SIN of Tilt

'J'-~'[::n

Ncrw you get to figure out which way the rings or equatorial
plane are tilted! Whether the west or east edge of the ring plane
is "up" depends on which side of the 0°,0° spot you're on, or as

14

90° Longitude
on Equator

Have you ever needed to airbrush a smooth airglcrw or thin
cloud layers around a planet, only to find your wrist and arm
aching fran trying to match the curve pass after pass?
Ever had to paint a glcrwing stellar atmosphere and watch as
the spray describes an annoyingly lumpy circle?
You probably need a tool to help guide your airbrush through
clean arcs of various sizes, ~d here we offer a few basic

15

Dead airbrush needle

/

Pushpin
Hardware store yardstick

Fig.l

Paint-mixing stick

designs. The materials should be lying around or easily obtained
for little or no cash outlay.

Fig.2
LARGE ARCS

The simplest arc-making tool can be made from a lM:Xrlen
yardstick (many hardware stores give them away) ~d a pushpin
(Fig. 1). If you know the radius of the arc to be IEinted, you
can measure that distance fran the hang-up hole in the stick and
insert the pushpin. Anchor the pin in your work table at the
object '.s center. If the center is visible in the IEinting, the
hole can be filled in with gesso and retouched.
Many airbrushes have nozzles small enough to fit within the
hang-up hole. It should be a simple matter to swing the airbrush
fran side to side as the nozzle rotates within the hole. It's a
good idea to press down on the pushpin at the same time to prevent
it from flying out (it might wiggle loose, depending on how
forceful your swinging becomes).

MEDIUM ARCS

The main canp:mant of a medium-arc tool, a thin IEint
stirring stick, can also be obtained fran a hardware or IEint
supply store. The stick can be broken or cut easily to the
desired length.
The other IErt of the tool can be made from a discarded
airbrush needle. Dead needles, while no longer sharp enough to
IEint with, can act as compass points around which the tool will

16

pivot (Fig. 2). A series of different holes can be bored in the
stick for different size arcs.
A larger hole or a V-notch may be cut into the airbrush end
to accomodate the nozzle. Hold the top of the needle firmly and
swing the airbrush around.
As with the yardstick tool, this one may require a little
manual dexterity to operate, but you'll quickly get used to it.

SMALL ARCS AND a:::MPLETE

CIRCLES

This one may get a little canplicated, but a resouceful sIEce
artist should be able to come up with the right IErts, namely a
small electric rrotor and a p:JWer source.
The rrotor need not be very powerful or able to hit high RPMs.
A 6 volt DC rrotor roughly 2" in diarnter should be enough to rotate
a piece of illustration board 20"x20". t-bunt the rrotor in a
simple \'~en frame (large enough to accaoodate your IEinting) and
fabricate a small flat plate of cardboard or lM:Xrl to attach to the
shaft (Fig. 3).
Careful measurements are the key to matching the center of
the area you want to IEint and the center of the rrotor shaft.
Once the center is located, the illustration can be taped securely
to the plate. If you can hook a speed control, like a !!Odel train
transfonner, to the circuit, you can control the rotation rate for

17

Plate attached to shaft

Techniques III
LIGHT, SHADOW, & PERSPECTIVE
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DC Electric motor
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by Ron Miller
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Artwork taped to plate

Wooden base

[Editor's Note: There are a number of ways in which artists
can construct perspective views of objects and determine correct
light and shadow, with varying degrees of ac=acy. The
techniques presented here incorporate some basic rules of
perspective, light, and shadow. More complex mathematical
solutions to space art problems can usually be found in The
Keyboard Artist and '!be Tool Kit. This is the first of two parts;
Part II will appear in the Summer Solstice issue.]

~

.
Fig.3

best coverage as you airbrush. High speed will tend to blur the
image and look great -- until you slow it dawn and find that very
little actual paint has hit the board, producing a stiple effect.
These tool ideas are not exactly new, but for the space
artist they can aid in creating clean planetary limbs and
atmospheres, brilliant halos and flare effects around light
sources, and anything else that requires following a precise
curve.

No attempt has been made here to give more than rudimentary
directions. Where any process is complex, circled numbers showing
the order of steps and arrows with the same function should, with
only a little study, make things fairly clear. I don't think that
I am underestimating my fellow astronomical artists' knowledge of
fundamental perspective. If you know how to use basic one-point
perspective, you should have no trouble with the exercises to
follow.
Two sections are of special importance to the astronomical
illustrator: the casting of a latitude-longitude grid onto a globe
in perspective, and drawing the ellipses of Saturn's rings in
perspective. The former not only allows you to plot features from
flat maps onto your art correctly, but will also give you the
proper curvature of Jupiter's cloud bands when seeing the planet
from nearby. Telscopic photos, both Earth-based and from NASA
spacecraft, often give the erroneous impression that the cloud
bands would look parallel if seen with the naked eye. In a
painting, this makes Jupiter look flat and disk-like at best. The
latter example will, I hope, help those artists whose ringed
planet paintings have looked oddly distorted.

In the diagrams, VP indicates vanishing point; SP is stati.cn
point, or location of observer; H, hori.zon; PP, picture plane.
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PATH OF
LIGHT
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Basic shadow rules:
length is determined
and the angle of the
the two intersect is
shadow ...

a shadow's
by its direction
lightpath
where
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The larger the angular size of the light source, the more the
shadows it creates are fuzzy-edged, or indistinct. The smaller
the light source, the sharper the shadows. Shadows cast by
objects on Mercury are less sharp-edged than those cast on Pluto.
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CompuServe Conference
Don Dixon and Rick Sternbach, your intrepid PARALLAX editors,
participated in an on-line conference on the Compuserve
infonnation service on February 26, 1985. The "CO", as it is
called, took place within SpaceSIG, a special interest group
sUpfX)rted by CompuServe.
The following transcript has been heavily edited to smooth
out the sometimes fragmented text displayed on individual user's
screens. This is the first of two parts; Part II will appear in
the Summer Solstice issue.
The confe~ence was moderated by system operator Dick DeLoach,
an engineer at NASA's Langley Research Center. other participants
seen in the transcript were often not identified fully by their
conference channel "handle".
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DeLoach: I'd like to get started by asking our guests if they
can explain to us what role the space artist plays in designing
visual effects for film/televison.
Rick: The space artist plays an imfX)rtant role in that he/she
can control the look of certain film or video effects and get
across to the viewing public the most exciting, or accurate (or
whatever) visual image.
Ron: Rick/Don, how did you guys like working with Carl Sagan
on COSMOS?
~Loach: Does he really say Billions <grin>?
Rick: Yes, he does. Carl was a stickler for accuracy in all
aspects of the astronomical effects, for which the artists were
extremely grateful, since much of the "space art" seen on the tube
and the silver screen has, over the last 20-30 years, been
executed by artists who were not well-versed in the space
sciences.
DeLoach: How did you interact with Sagan, exactly?
Rick: Carl was away on location much of the time the series
was in production, so we saw him face-to-face infrequently. When
we did get together, we would present sketches, color art, and
show him completed models for upcoming shots. He was always
extremely enthusiastic about all the work we did (there were some
10-12 artists who contributed art during the 2 1/2 years). Then
Carl would go off to India, or England, and we wouldn't see him
for a few months.
Damon Percy: About how long does it take to make graphics for
a movie?
Don: Depending on complexity, a given scene may require an

hour of art production for each second of film.
DeLoach: I'm familiar with the process by which a manuscript
is suJ:xnitted to a technical journal for publication. There is
usually a peer review of some sort and a rigorous editing process.
How does it differ when you submit an illustration to the editors
of, say, Scientific American? Do they critique your work or
require revisions, or do you as the artist have the final say?
Don: To a certain extent, the artist does have the final say.
Once we've established some degree of credibility, we're usually
given carte blanche (as long as we don't go off the deep end).
Rick: There aren't many people doing this kind of work. We
work closely with astronomers and engineers who are associated
with the major space projects, and there comes a fX)int where art
directors trust us to provide the right product. The really
*tough* critics are our own oollegues!
Wilma Fisher: How did the Spaceship of the Mind travel? I
mean, how did you make it move -- cels, or what?
Rick: It ran on union labor, mostly ••• actually, the exterior
of the ship was a miniature made from a styrofoam ball with long,
skinny wires and was shot with a lot of light fX)ured onto it, with
a lot of diffusion and a blue filter.
Wilma Fisher: Cheap, cheap.
Rick: That's Hollywood.
Ron: That's PBS!
Rick: But it looked good, didn't it?
Ron: Are you guys amateur astronomers? Do you actually
observe the stars? I am an amateur and know two space artists who
sketch their observations.
Don: Sure. During my teens I built a number of telescopes
and clocked hundreds of hours on them. Unfortunately, I haven't
had the time to observe for quite a while.
Rick: Don and I both have used Don's 6-inch reflector a bit
in the southern California area in recent years, and have taken
peeks at lunar eclipses, Jupiter occultations, et cetera. I don't
do a lot of sketching from the scope, but I have logged my share
of cold night hours glued to a 9mm eyepiece.
Don: One advantage to doing your own observing is that you
can paint Jupiter (for instance) more realistically than it was
imaged by Voyager.
Michael Hanson: Are modern space artists making an effort to
improve the scientific accuracy of their projects?
Don: Constantly. Mostly it's a matter of improving
technique. Often we know what we want a given scene to look like
but don't quite hit the mark at first. I've done the same
painting (subject matter anyway) as many as six times before
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CompuServe Conference
Don Dixon and Rick Sternbach, your intrepid PARALLAX editors,
participated in an on-line conference on the Compuserve
infonnation service on February 26, 1985. The "CO", as it is
called, took place within SpaceSIG, a special interest group
supported by CompuServe.
The following transcript has been heavily edited to smooth
out the sometimes fragmented text displayed on individual user's
screens. This is the first of two parts; Part II will appear in
the Summer Solstice issue.
The confe~ence was moderated by system operator Dick DeLoach,
an engineer at NASA's Langley Research Center. Other participants
seen in the transcript were often not identified fully by their
conference channel "handle".
DeLoach: I'd like to get started by asking our guests if they
can explain to us what role the space artist plays in designing
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visual effects for film/televison.
Rick: The space artist plays an important role in that he/she
can control the look of certain film or video effects and get
across to the viewing public the most exciting, or accurate (or
whatever) visual image.
Ron: Rick/Don, how did you guys like working with Carl Sagan
on COSMOS?
DeLoach: Does he really say Billions <grin>?
Rick: Yes, he does. Carl was a stickler for accuracy in all
aspects of the astronomical effects, for which the artists were
extremely grateful, since much of the "space art" seen on the tube
and the silver screen has, over the last 20-30 years, been
executed by artists who were not well-versed in the space
sciences.
DeLoach: How did you interact with Sagan, exactly?
Rick: Carl was away on location much of the time the series
was in production, so we saw him face-to-face infrequently. When
we did get together, we would present sketches, color art, and
show him completed models for upcoming shots. He was always
extremely enthusiastic about all the work we did (there were some
10-12 artists who contributed art during the 2 1/2 years). Then
Carl would go off to India, or England, and we wouldn't see him
for a few months.
Damon Percy: About how long does it take to make graphics for
a movie?
Don: Depending on complexity, a given scene may require an

hour of art production for each second of film.
DeLoach: I'm familiar with the process by which a manuscript
is submitted to a technical journal for publication. 'rhere is
usually a peer review of some sort and a rigorous editing process.
How does it differ when you submit an illustration to the editors
of, say, Scientific American? Do they critique your work or
require revisions, or do you as the artist have the final say?
Don: To a certain extent, the artist does have the final say.
Once we've established some degree of credibility, we're usually
given carte blanche (as long as we don't go off the deep end).
Rick: There aren't many people doing this kind of work. We
work closely with astronomers and engineers who are associated
with the major space projects, and there comes a point where art
directors trust us to provide the right product. The really
*tough* critics are our own collegues!
Wilma Fisher: How did the Spaceship of the Mind travel? I
mean, how did you make it move -- cels, or what?
Rick: It ran on union labor, mostly ••• actually, the exterior
of the ship was a miniature made from a styrofoam ball with long,
skinny wires and was shot with a lot of light poured onto it, with
a lot of diffusion and a blue filter.
Wilma Fisher: Cheap, cheap.
Rick: That's Hollywood.
Ron: That's PBS!
Rick: But it looked good, didn't it?
Ron: Are you guys amateur astronomers? Do you actually
observe the stars? I am an amateur and know two space artists who
sketch their observations.
Don: Sure. During my teens I built a number of telescopes
and clocked hundreds of hours on them. Unfortunately, I haven't
had the time to observe for quite a while.
Rick: Don and I both have used Don's 6-inch reflector a bit
in the southern California area in recent years, and have taken
peeks at lunar eclipses, Jupiter occultations, et cetera. I don't
do a lot of sketching from the scope, but I have logged my share
of cold night hours glued to a 9mm eyepiece.
Don: One advantage to doing your own observing is that you
can paint Jupiter (for instance) more realistically than it was
imaged by Voyager.
Michael Hanson: Are modern space artists making an effort to
improve the scientific accuracy of their projects?
Don: Constantly. Mostly it's a matter of improving
technique. Often we know what we want a given scene to look like
but don't quite hit the mark at first. I've done the same
painting (subject matter anyway) as many as six times before
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getting i t r i ght .
Rick: Many times i t ' s vital to get t he l evel of accuracy as
high as possibl e , especi ally i f t he fina l ar t is to appear i n a
sci e ntific paper, NASA f i l m, or magazine a r ticl e . For me , it
depends on how t he image i s to be used . Often, I'll t r y to
combi ne an accurate spacecr a f t rendering with a not- 50- accurate
backgr ound , simpl y because t he pi ece will appear in a popul ar
publicati on . Many times a truly accurate picture can be deadly
dull and we arti sts hope to enhance the "raw" i mages we get from
spacecraft or t he ear ly conceptions of a cel estia l ob j ect from a
scientist .
Michae l Hanson : Tha nks - woul d l ove to see you guys get
Shuttl e rides i n t he near f uture .
Rick/Don : Yeah! Us too !
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Dr. William K. Ha rtmann--better known as
Bill-- i s an astronomer /pl anetary sci entist , as
wel l as a n ar t i st. He spends an enviable amount
of t i me in Hawaii, observi ng , and is
Along
coor dinating t he IAAA Hawaii wor kshop.
with Pam Lee a nd Ron Miller, he i s co- c r eator of
Out of the cradle (Workman Publi s hing , 1984) .
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The IAAA has three classes of membership: Active, Associate and
Student/Subscribing. Active and Associate memberships are designed primarily for
professionals in the astronomical art, space sciences, and publishing fields, with
Active membership reserved for artists. Student/Subscribing memberships are
available; this class of membership has substantially fewer benefits.

ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP: Active membership entitles you to vote in IAAA elections, to
run for and hold office, and to participate in IAAA workshops. Membership benefits
include a subscription to PARALLAX, a copy of the annual directory, The Space
Artist's Handbook, and any other IAAA publications.
MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS: Active membership is reserved for artists who create
works of professional quality in the field of astronomical art.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP: Associate membership entitles you to participate in IAAA
workshops; benefits include a subscription to PARALLAX, a copy of the annual
directory, The Space Artist's Handbook, and other IAAA publications.
MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS: Associate membership is open to persons and
institutions involved in astronomy and related fields; art, and publishing.

STUDENT MEMBERSHIP: Student membership includes a subscription to PARALLAX and
a copy of The Space Artist's Handbook. Students may apply to the Workshop
Coordinator for permission to participate in workshops.
MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS: Student membership is open to full and part-time
students in the arts and sciences.
SUBSCRIBING MEMBERSHIP: Subscribing members receive PARALLAX and may purchase
IAAA publications at a discount.
MEMBERSHIP REqUIREMENTS: Subscribing membership is an option open to anyone who
qualifies for a higher class of membership.
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